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Drawn from everyday life, I have moved my images into their
own realm.

Confining my creatures by scale and composition makes

the viewer the dominating element when looking at these prints.
By using examples of human activity and emotions, these specimens
become examples in miniature of what already exists.
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ABSTRACT

Drawn from everyday life, I have moved my images into their
own realm.

Confining my creatures by scale and composition makes

the viewer the dominating element when looking at these prints.
By using examples of human activity and emotions, these specimens
become examples in miniature of what already exists.
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MINIATURE MIMICRY

Drawing my images from everyday life, I have moved them into
their own realm.

By using examples of human activity and emotions,

I make my world a miniature of what exists in the macrocosm.
Opposites play an important part in my work.
and textures are played against each other.
colors are used in one print.

Technically colors

Often complementary

These are further contrasted by the

use of warm colors against cool colors.
Textures tend to be rough on the image with the background being
more placid, creating a neutral territory for the existance of the
image.

The treatment of the foreground image against the placidity

makes the background, almost without exception, only a backdrop.

I

have placed my creatures in neutral surroundings hoping to give very
little if any indication as to their environment.

This leaves the

image as the major point of impact.
All emphasis is put on the portrait-like composition of the
image.

In these compositions two types of portraits occur, a posed

portrait shot and an action shot; the definition could be the same
as in photography.

Several prints have a very posed feel to them

while others seem to be a single frame excerpted from a movie.

In

the prints and paintings of the animal images another contrast developes, some of the animals are living breathing creatures, others less
fortunate having been caught and stuffed.
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Through the interaction of opposites these creatures have
evolved over the past two years.

My earlier prints were dominantly

influenced by African Art and folk art.
had a masked hollow head.

The earlier print image

I feel the mask has now evolved into a

face, but retains some of the decorative and naive elements of
both primitive art and folk art.
In prints such as The Ecstasy and The Agony emotions are
beginning to emerge in my work.

In earlier prints such as Mitten

Man the decorative design had the predominant role.
have tended to stay whimsical but also have changed.

My animals
The painting

Elephant and the collagraph Sea Monster are examples of my whimsical
animals.

In contrast to the deliberately whimsical portrayal is an

unconscience portraying of more realistic animals.

As in Flying Fish

and Tropical Trophy, these creatures became presentations of stuffed
animals.

Stuffed, not in terms of a fuzzy squeezable toy, but stuffed

in terms of a trophy, the presentation of a catch or a possession.
By confining my images to a very small scale I have made the
viewer the dominating element.
imens of a miniature culture.
their borders.

He or she, has control over these spec
These creatures are also controlled by

By confining the images in their borders, the plate's

edge or paper's edge, these creatures have become captured examples of
this little inhabited realm.
Having mimicked human roles, from the common laborers as in Mason,
Fisherman and Nightwatchman to the more exotic roles as in Chief Leopard,
Matador and Jester I hope to cover many different areas to make this
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miniature world complete for the viewer.

But, by not giving the viewer

more than portraits, that is by not including environments, the viewer
can place these creatures anywhere he or she likes to better fit their
experiences.
In the future I hope to explore other printing techniques, specif
ically silkscreen and woodcuts.

With these processes I hope to develop

my imagery on a larger scale, a scale where the viewer is no longer the
dominant element.

The creatures in my work will remain whimsical but

will become more aggressive due mainly to the increase in scale.

The

viewer and the image will be on an equal basis; that is, the creatures
will/or could exist in our world and no longer in a miniature world
of mimicry.
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